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1. Introduction 
Let F be a non-cyclic free group, let R d F, and let G = FIR. In [3], Gruenberg 
showed that if G is finite, then FIR’ is residually nilpotent if and only if G is a 
finite p-group. In that paper, the connection between this question and the 
intersection of the powers of the augmentation ideal 0 of the integral group ring 
ZG, was brought out. It was natural then for the same question to be taken up for 
infinite G, and this was done by several authors, culminating in the paper of 
Lichtman [14]. There, completely general conditions on G were given, equivalent 
to the residual nilpotence of F/R’. In [7], this work was extended to give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for F/S to be residually nilpotent, where S is a 
fully invariant subgroup of R such that R/S is a non-trivial torsion-free nilpotent 
group. For more details on these matters, see [g]. 
It seems natural to investigate the same question when R/S is not torsion-free, 
and in particular when it is a relatively free nilpotent p-group, and this is one of 
the themes of this paper. Much remains to be said here, but we shall prove the 
following result. If H is a group and p a prime, we write D,,(H, p”‘) for the nth 
dimension subgroup of H over the ring of integers modulo p’“. This is clearly a 
fully invariant subgroup of H. 
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Theorem A. Let F, R and G be as above, and let S = D,,(R, p”) for some integers 
n and m and prime p. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) FIS is residually nilpotent. 
(ii) FIS is residually a nilpotent p-group of finite exponent. 
(iii) G is residually a nilpotent p-group of finite exponent. 
(iv) The intersection of the powers of the augmentation ideal of G over [F,] is 
zero. 
The simplest case of this result is when S = R’R”. In that case the theorem 
answers a question raised as Problem 3.3.5 in [S]. However, this had previously 
been answered by Mital in his thesis in 1971 [16]; we are indebted to I.B.S. Passi 
for pointing this out to us. A group theoretical expression for the dimension 
subgroups of free groups over the ring of integers modulo a prime power, as a 
product of powers of terms of the lower central series, was given by Lazard [13]. 
Although our result covers the case S = -yC(R)R” for c 5 p, it does not cover the 
case when S has the form -y,,(R)R”“’ for arbitrary n and m. 
In considering the residual nilpotence of F/R’, the fact that the relation module 
R = R/R’ is a faithful ZG-module plays a crucial role. In the situation we are 
considering, one might expect to have to discuss whether the ‘mod p’ relation 
module RIR’R” is a faithful F,G-module, but as Mital noticed, this is not needed. 
We only need the fact that R,, is a faithful module for the group G, and this is 
easy to establish, since it reduces immediately to the case when G is cyclic. 
Nevertheless, the question of when R,, is a faithful F,lG-module seems of 
independent interest. We discuss this question also for higher modular relation 
modules, and some other related modules. Unlike the integral case, R,, need not 
be faithful in general. In fact, if we are dealing with a minimal presentation of a 
finite p-group, l?,, is never a faithful F,)G-module (see the remarks preceding 
Lemma 3.2). However, for infinite G, it is always faithful. Our best result along 
these lines is the following. 
Theorem B. Let M be a verbal subgroup of R corresponding to a set of outer 
commutator words. Let c be a positive integer, let p be a prime, and let 
S = r,.+,(R)y,.(R)“M. Suppose that M 5 y,(R) and that S= SIy,+,(R)y,(R)’ is 
non-trivial. Suppose further that G is infinite. Then S is a faithful [F,G-module. 
This applies in particular to R,, itself, and to the higher mod p relation modules 
I?,,,< = yC (R)ly,.+,(R)y,.(R)“. The general case depends on a result from the 
representation theory of general linear groups, but in these special cases, this can 
be avoided. The other main result needed is an intersection theorem for an- 
nihilator ideals in group rings that are not necessarily semiprime. 
It seems entirely possible that the higher mod p relation modules are always 
F,,G-faithful. We also raise the following question. 
Question. Does l? always contain a non-zero free ZG-module? 
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2. Residual nilpotence 
Let F be a non-cyclic free group, freely generated by a set of elements 
{x,: A E A}, and let 
l-R-F-G-1 (1) 
be a free presentation of a group G. Let A be the free right ZG-module with basis 
{t,: A E A} in one-to-one correspondence with the set of free generators of F, and 
write x H X for the homomorphism from F to G in the above sequence. Let 4 be 
the homomorphism of F into the semidirect product GA given by 4(x,) = 
(X,, tA). Then, as is well known, ker($) = R’, and 4 induces an embedding 
FIR’ +. GA , (2) 
which is essentially the Magnus embedding. This map induces an exact sequence 
the relation sequence [4,2.3]. We write [F,~J for the augmentation ideal of [F,>G. 
Let $lP denote the class of nilpotent p-groups of finite exponent, and let S be a 
proper fully invariant subgroup of R such that R/S is a nilpotent p-group, 
necessarily then of finite exponent. In particular, since SR’RPIR’R” is a proper 
fully invariant subgroup of RIR’R”, we have S 5 R’R”. Consider the following 
conditions: 
(1) F/S is residually gP. 
(2) F/S is residually nilpotent. 
(3) FIR’R’ is residually nilpotent. 
(4) n:=,, [F,,R’I = 0. 
(5) G is residually %,,. 
Proposition 2.1. (1)+(2)+(3)e(4)e(5). 
Proof. (1) + (2) is trivial. (2) + (3) is g iven in [S, Lemma 3.3.41. The equivalence 
of (4) and (5) follows from the main results of [6], and (4) + (3) follows by using 
the Magnus embedding (2) to embed FIR’RP in GAIAP. The equivalence of (3), 
(4) and (5) is due to Mital [16], and the argument we give to show that (3) 3 (5) 
is taken from his thesis. First, note that every non-trivial element of G acts 
non-trivially on RP. To see this, it suffices to assume that G is cyclic, when a 
simple calculation with a Schreier set of generators of R establishes the result. 
Now write B for the G-module Z?,, and let B, = [B, G, . . . , G] with IZ terms G. 
We have [B, -y,,(G)] 5 B, . Since B is additively an elementary abelian p-group, a 
simple induction shows that [B, xpn-‘] 5 B, if ~12 1. Hence 
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and since B is a faithful G-module, we deduce that l-l:=, -y,I(G)G”“m’ = 1. This 
means that G is residually %[,. 0 
In trying to prove that the equivalent conditions (3)-(5) imply (l), presumably 
some analogue of the Magnus embedding is needed to embed FIS in a suitable 
semidirect product. When S is a dimension subgroup over the integers modulo a 
prime power, the construction given in [6] can be modified to fill the bill. 
Theorem A. Let S = D,,(R, p”‘), where n und m are integers and p a prime. Then 
(l)-(5) are equivalent. 
Proof. Let k denote the ring Z/p”‘Z, and with A as in (3), let T, = A @J k. This is 
the free kc-module having the elements t, as a basis. Let 
be the tensor algebra on T, , truncated by equating all products of c + 1 elements 
of T, to zero. We have denoted its ith homogeneous component by T,. Let 
J= T,@.. . G3 T,, a nilpotent ideal of T. The action of G on T, extends to an 
action of G by algebra automorphisms of T, preserving the homogeneous 
components. Therefore, G preserves the multiplicative group 1 + J. It also 
preserves the subgroup X of 1 + J generated by the elements 1 + tAg (A E A, 
g E G). If we take a free group U freely generated by formal products uAg 
( AE A, g E G), then we can identify T with kCl/lrci’, in such a way that tAg 
corresponds to the coset of uAg ~ 1. It follows that 
Xz UlD,+,(U, p”‘). (4) 
In particular, X is a relatively free nilpotent p-group. We may form the semidirect 
product L = GX, and the map 
extends to a homomorphism of F into L, which we also denote by 9. Clearly, 
I/~‘(X) = R. Let T= TIC ,;-2T,. The natural homomorphism v : T+ T induces a 
homomorphism of X onto 1 + T, with kernel D,(X, p’“) = X’XPnf. The group 
G( 1 + 7,) can be identified with G(k @ A), and the map V$ then corresponds to 
the map of F into G(k @ A) coming from the Magnus embedding (2). Therefore, 
ker(v$) = R’R”“‘, and we can think of V$ as giving a map of RIR’R”‘” into k @ A 
which is the same as that obtained by tensoring the relation sequence (3) with k. 
That tensored sequence is k-split. Further, we have identified k@ A with 
XIX’X”‘“. It follows that (Cr(R)X’X”‘“IX’X”“’ is a direct factor of XIX’X”“‘, 
isomorphic to RIR’R”“’ under the map $. Therefore, if r,, r?, . . is a set of free 
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generators of R, then the elements $(r,), I,!J(Y~), . . . are linearly independent 
modulo X’X”. By a well-known property of relatively free nilpotent p-groups 
[17,42.311, (cr(y,), $(y,), . . . generate freely a subgroup of X that is relatively free 
in the same variety as X. This variety is defined by the verbal subgroup 
DC+,(lJ, p”). It follows that 
ker(+) = D,.+,(R, p'") . (5) 
In particular, we obtain the following: 
Proposition 2.2. F/D,+, (R) can be embedded in G( 1 + 1). 0 
Now it can be proved that G(l + J) is residually ‘3’,, by a minor modification of 
the arguments of [7, Lemma 21. From this, we complete the proof of Theorem 
A. 0 
3. Faithful sections of relation and higher relation modules 
The main aim of this section is to prove Theorem B. For that we need to review 
some facts about relation modules and higher relation modules of finite groups. 
We do that in rather more detail than is strictly necessary. We work with the free 
presentation (1). We write d(H) for the minimum number of generators of a 
group H, and write U 1 V to denote that a module I/ is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of a module V. Also, U” denotes the direct sum of n copies of the 
module U. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G and d(F) are finite. Then ([F,,G)d(F’md(G) is iso- 
morphic to a proper direct summand of l?,. 
Proof. By [4,5.10], ks A@(ZG)d’F’P”‘G) for some non-zero ZG-module A, 
which is a much stronger statement than our claim. The statement we need can be 
obtained in a much more elementary fashion by tensoring the relation sequence 
(3) with lF, and using Schanuel’s Lemma and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. 0 
Now we consider the case d(F) = d(G). It is known here that R is a faithful 
ZG-module, which follows most easily from Gaschiitz’s result that Q@ R z 
(QG)d(G)PI CD Ci? [4,2.7]. However, RP need not be a faithful [F,,G-module. For 
example, it is easy to deduce from another theorem of Gaschutz [4,2.9] that if G 
is a finite p-group, then R,, is an indecomposable non-projective module, and the 
next result shows that such a module cannot be faithful. We recall that if R is a 
ring, an R-module V is called a generator in the category of right R-modules, if 
R, 1 V” for some integer n. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let G be a Jinite group, p be a prime such that p 1 ] GI, k be a field of 
characteristic p, and V a kG-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) V is kc-faithful. 
(2) Each projective indecomposable kc-module is isomorphic to a direct sum- 
mand of V. 
(3) V is a generator in the category of kG-modules. 
Proof. (2) + (3) follows since kG is a direct sum of projective indecomposable 
modules, and (3) + (2) m view of the Krull-Schmidt Theorem. (3) j (1) is also 
clear, since the annihilator of V in kG will also annihilate each V” and hence the 
right kG-module kG. Now we show that (1) j (2). Assume that (1) holds, and let 
P be any projective indecomposable kc-module. Let P,, be the socle of P, which 
is a simple module. By assumption, there exists u E V such that UP,) # 0. Then the 
kc-map 4 : a I-+ ua(P+ V) is injective, and since P is an injective module, the 
image of $J is a direct summand of V isomorphic to P. 0 
Now it is well known that, if G is a finite group and A4 is a ZG-lattice, then M is 
a generator if and only if, whenever p is a prime divisor of 1 GI and P is a 
projective indecomposable [F,,G-module, we have PI F, @M. The ‘only if’ state- 
ment follows from the Krull-Schmidt Theorem for finite-dimensional lF,,G- 
modules. The converse follows from Lemma 3.6 below and Roiter’s Replacement 
Theorem [4,.5.9]. Combining this with the equivalence (l)=(2) in Lemma 3.2, 
we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.3. Zf G is a finite group and M is a ZG-lattice, then M is a generator if 
and only if, for all primes p I I G] , IF,, @ M is a faithful F,G-module. 0 
The conditions under which a minimal relation module is a generator have been 
quite extensively investigated [18, 19, 121. In particular, [12] contains some inter- 
esting examples, and the following follows from Lemma 3.3 and [19, Theorem 11. 
Proposition 3.4. Zf G is a finite group such that G’ is nilpotent, and R is a minimal 
relation module for G, then there exists a prime p ] I GI such that RP is not a faithful 
F,,G-module. Cl 
For an independent and somewhat different approach to the faithfulness of RP, 
using the Eulerian functions of Gaschiitz, see the first author’s Ph.D. thesis [2]. 
The precise conditions under which R, is faithful do not seem particularly 
transparent when G is finite and R is minimal. 
Let 
R = n(R) 2 y,(R) 2.. . 
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be the lower central series of R, and let &, = y,(R)/y,+,(R) be the cth higher 
relation module associated with the presentation (1) (c 2 2). We write l?p,C = 
IF,, @ &).,.. We consider briefly what can be said about projective summands of 
Rtr,,. It seems plausible that such a module always has a non-zero projective 
summand. Using character-theoretic considerations, Gupta, Laffey and Thomson 
[5] were able to show that, at least, Q @ Ro,< has a large free QG-submodule. The 
following is a consequence of homological investigations [ll]. It was pointed out 
by Linnell. 
Proposition 3.5. If (1 GI, c) = 1 and c 2 2, then I?(,,,. is a projective ZG-module. 0 
The following useful result is well known. 
Lemma 3.6. 
Proof. Writing Z, for the localization of Z at p, we have Z,G I Z,, 63 M if p I I GI 
[4,6.4], whence the claim follows from [4,6.3,5.1]. 0 
Proposition 3.7. Zf d(F) > d(G), then ZG I I?,),,. 
Proof. We have from Lemma 3.1 that RP = U @ V, where U is a free F,G-module 
of rank 1 and V is a non-zero F,G-module (the fact that V is non-zero follows for 
example from rank considerations). We can think of Rp,c as the cth homogeneous 
component of the free Lie algebra L over IF,, freely generated by a basis of l?,,. 
The action of G on RP extends to an action by algebra automorphisms of L, 
consistent with this identification. If I/ = uF,G, then the theory of basic com- 
mutators shows that the sum c,,, [V, ug, . . , q], with c - 1 terms ug, is direct, 
and so if 0 # u E V, then the elements [ug, ug, . . , ug] (g E G) form a basis of a 
free If,G-submodule of rank one of l?p,c. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that 
I? ,j,r = PCB N for some non-zero projective ZG-module P. Now it is easy to check 
from the lower bound given in [5] for the rank of a free QG-submodule of 
Q @ R,,,C, that the latter contains a free QG-submodule of rank two. Hence N is 
ZG-faithful. It follows from Roiter’s Replacement Theorem [4,5.9] that f?,,,( = 
P’03 N’, where P’ g ZG and N’ is a ZG-submodule. 0 
The next result is a crucial ingredient in the proof of the main theorem of this 
section. 
Proposition 3.8. Suppose that d(F) > d(G), that G is finite, and that if d(F) < ~0, 
then the rank of R does not divide c. Let M and N be verbal subgroups of R, 
contained in y,(R), and each generated mod&o y,.(R)“y,+ ,(R) by the R-values of a 
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set of outer commutator words. Assume that 
ly,.(RY’x +,(R) 5 N < M 
Then Ml N contains a non-zero free lF,lG-module. 
Proof. Suppose first that d(F) < m. Let L = L, CB L2 CB. . . be the free Lie algebra 
over [F,, freely generated by a basis of R,,, so that we can identify R,, with L, , and 
y< (R) /y,.(R)“y,.+, (R) with L, . Then M and N can be identified with subspaces of 
L, , and each is spanned by the L,-values of a set of outer Lie commutators of 
weight c. Let R have rank n. Then GL(n, p) acts on L, linearly, and its action 
extends to an action on L by algebra automorphisms. Thus, G acts on L as a 
subgroup of GL(n, p). Clearly, M and N are GL(n, p)-invariant. 
Let K be the algebraic closure of 1F,,. We form the Lie algebra L @ K = 
@T=, L, @ K, on which GL(n, K) acts by extending its linear action on L, @K. 
We claim that M 63 K and N (8 K are GL(n, K)-invariant. For M @ K is spanned 
over K by Lie commutators (not necessarily left normed) of the form u = 
(X,,..., x,.), with entries in L,. Applying an element cx E GL(n, K) to this has 
the effect of replacing each entry x, by some other element y, E L, @ K. We may 
then write y, as a K-linear combination of elements of L, , and hence write u as a 
K-linear combination of commutators of the same form as u with entries in L,. 
Thus, ua E M C3 K, as claimed. The same applies to N @ K. Thus, M @ KIN @ K 
is a non-zero GL(n, K)-module, and contains an irreducible submodule U. 
By Lemma 3.1, the GL(n, K)-module L, @ K, which we can think of as the 
natural module for this group, contains a proper non-zero free KG-module. Note 
also that U affords a polynomial representation of degree c of GL(n, K), and 
since n does not divide c by hypothesis, this cannot be a power of the determinant 
representation. It follows from Theorem 1’ of [9] that U contains a non-zero free 
KG-module. By the Noether-Deuring Theorem [l, p. 2001, we conclude that 
M/N contains a non-zero free If,G-submodule, as required. 
Consider now the case when d(F) is infinite. Let F, be a free factor of F such 
that d(F,)?max(d(G)+l, c+l), F,R=F, and MnF,>NflF,. Then F= 
F, * F2 for some F2 5 R. If T = (Ff), then F is the semidirect product F, T, and 
R=(RflF,)T. LetR,=RnF,,andletM,=MnR,,N,=NnR,.Thenitis 
easy to see that M, is the verbal subgroup of R, corresponding to the same set of 
words as M, and similarly for N,. Also, M,IN, g (M n R,)NIN as [F,,G-modules, 
and these are non-trivial. It follows from the case first considered that M,/N, 
contains a non-trivial free [F,,G-module. The proof is complete. 0 
We can now carry out the proof of Theorem B. 
Proof of theorem B. Recall that we have a subgroup S of R such that 
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and S is generated modulo y,.(R)“y,+,(R) by the R-values of a set of outer 
commutator words. Further, G is infinite. We have to prove that ,!? = 
T = g,(, T, be the tensor algebra on R ,, ,_with homogeneous components 
T,. Then R,, can be identified with T,, and R,,,. with the cth homogeneous 
component L,. of the (free) Lie subalgebra L of T generated by f?,>. Thus, we 
have an embedding of s in L,, and hence in Tc. By tensoring the Magnus 
embedding (2) with 1F,,, we see that R,, = T, can be embedded in a free 
[F,lG-module. Hence, so can T,., and hence also S. It follows that the annihilator J 
of 3 in [F,,G is an annihilator ideal, that is, it is an ideal which is the annihilator of 
a subset of IF,,G. The subset in question is the set of components of the elements 
of 3, when 3 is embedded in a direct sum of copies of [F,>G. 
Suppose now, for a contradiction, that J # 0. Then by the intersection theorem 
proved in [2] (see also [lo]), there exists a finite normal subgroup H of G such 
that J n lF,>H f 0. Let H = F,IR, where F, 5 F. Then as G is infinite, F, is a 
normal subgroup of infinite index of F. It follows that d(F,) is infinite [15, 
Proposition 3.101. But then, by Proposition 3.8, 3 contains a non-trivial free 
[F,lH-module, and so 3 is a faithful lF,lH-module. This contradiction completes the 
proof. 0 
Remark. In the special case when 3 = l?p.r, we can use the [F,,-version of 
Proposition 3.7 instead of Proposition 3.8. Thus, for this case, it is not necessary 
to involve the representation theory of the general linear group. 
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